
 

 What's New in Derwent Data Analyzer v8 
Building on the success of Derwent Data Analyzer TM 7, version 8 continues the focus on Refine, Analyze 
& Report workflow simplification and further improves the user experience. 
The UI dialogs are updated and simplified for number of components based on HTML format which 
included changes to thesaurus, managing fields, reporting and the fielded record view.  

 
Simplified user experience improves your workflows  
In Refine menu the List Clean-up Confirmation Dialog is completely redesigned by introducing dual 
windows with drag & drop capability, allowing data to be sorted by frequency or alphabetically, 
implemented type-to-filter option, provide graphical representation of the progress of the list clean-up 
process, and allow you to apply thesaurus before data clean-up. These enhancements will simplify the 
navigation and data clean-up process and allow you to focus your efforts on specific areas to improve the 
quality of the report. 
 

Quickly open and clean patent data from Derwent 
Innovation  
Exports from Derwent Innovation in Derwent Data Analyzer (DDA) format now automatically open 
Derwent Data Analyzer and start the import/cleanup process. This improved integration saves you time 
and ensures that we work with the best possible initial dataset. 
 

Predictive data – The Technical Emergence Indicator  
Calculate Emergence Indicators in Analyze menu is a brand new feature with a proprietary algorithm that 
uses DWPI title and abstract or Web of Science content to calculate and identify in a few steps the 
emerging technologies for a specific topic and provide insight into the innovation process. It uses 4 
attributes, Novelty, Persistence, Community and Growth to measure the growth of a concept within the 
community of users. There are two patent applications filed for this invention. 
 

New and improved functionality  
To improve your analysis the network and factor maps are enhanced, and we added new charts for the 
Detail Windows. 
Also enhanced the Matrix Viewer by making the nodes and link filtering easier. 
We continue to improve Derwent Data Analyzer to provide you with the best possible experience. With 
this release, you can now: 
• experience improved visualization in reporting by replacing the old clustered map with the 

enhance version. 
The initial scaling is improved, the dot count for nodes is introduced and the filtering of multiple 
nodes is made much easier. 

• Replaced static Bubble and Gantt charts with D3 visualizations.  
• Enabled title editing on all visualizations (except Super Profile) 
• In report functionality enabled Export Fielded or Raw Records by selection in the charts, such as 

Bubble Chart, Cluster Map, Column Chart, etc. 
• We also introduced two new Excel Reports for Literature. The Organization Report and Topic 

Report are designed to help you predict innovation trends by first spotting them in the scientific 
literature. 



 

Updated patent Import Fields from Derwent 
Innovation 
• Added number of new fields particularly Optimized Assignee and Ultimate Parent to the Derwent 

Innovation Import Filter. These new fields will improve the quality and accuracy of your data due to 
normalization, and enhance the analysis and reporting in the technology landscape. 

 

Improved the Support and Maintenance 
• You will now receive notification of updates to import filters, macros, and thesauri. 

• You will also be notified in advance of the product updates and expiration date. The advance 
notice of Registration Code expiration, will beginning with 90 days before expiration and further 
reminders will follow. 


